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About: People tend to get alarmed when they find these slimy critters on the 
leaves of their pear, cherry and occasionally plum trees. On mature trees, they 
generally don’t do any major damage.
  
The slugs you find on the leaves are actually the larva of adult sawflies (a type of 

Spotlight on pear and  
cherry slug

Prevention and Treatment:

If you only have one or two trees, 
squashing the slugs between your fingers 
is the most effective, although probably 
least pleasant, option. 

Letting chooks scratch around under 
the trees over winter to eat the dormant 
pupae helps too. 

Dusting the leaves with a dry powder 
such as wood ash will effectively kill  the 
slugs, but just be sure to stand upwind 
when you do it, and this method needs 
regular applications to be effective.

If all else fails, organic pesticides such 
as pyrethrum or Success (Naturalyte 
[Yates]) are both effective, but use with 
caution—they will kill predators and other 
beneficial insects so target the spray as 
much as possible.

stingless wasp with two sets of wings). The dark green slugs are around 5–10mm 
long and feed on the green parts of leaves, leaving them skeletonised. 

In small trees the loss of leaf function can affect the tree’s ability to grow and 
produce fruit, so it’s well worth trying to keep slug numbers under control.

Life Cycle: There are generally two broods per season, the first in early summer 
and the second in autumn. 

The adult flies lay their eggs in tiny slits made in the leaves. When the eggs hatch 
the larvae emerge and start feeding on the leaves. 

When fully grown the larvae drop on the ground where they pupate just below the surface. The second brood for the 
season will remain underground before emerging next spring as an adult sawfly. 

The adult flies then return to the leaves and lay their eggs in slits made in the leaves, and the cycle is complete.

At a glance...
Pear and cherry slugs can appear at this time of year. It’s a second outbreak for the season, and it’s a good idea to control them now so they don’t overwinter in the soil, ready to leap into action at the start of next season.

While the damage they do can make a tree look really sad and bedraggled, they are one of the less harmful pests as they don’t attack fruit and are only really a problem when in large numbers, or on young trees.

Pear and cherry slug Slug that has been parasitised by predator

Squashing—messy but effective for a small number!
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Protect your fruit trees 
from big animals... 

Depending on the environment where you live and are growing food, you may 
experience a range of different pests that damage your trees (and sometime 
eat the fruit at the same time). Birds are pretty much a given, no matter 
where you live, but you may also have problems at times with rats, possums, 
kangaroos, wallabies, rabbits, hares or even foxes.

In any environment, the most effective way to grow food is to completely 
exclude the native animal population with fencing and/or netting. This is 
often the most responsible thing to do environmentally as well, as fruit is often 
not the natural food source for native bird and animal species. 

Of course animals can also give a lot of benefits in an orchard, particularly 
chooks or other foraging animals under the trees, where they can be useful 
warriors in the fight against pests and diseases. The ideal situation is to set your 
garden up so the animals of your choice can be allowed around the fruit trees at 
times that suit you, and excluded at other times.

But back to pests, and how to keep the destructive buggers away from 
your trees! First, establish which animals are, or are likely to be, pests in your 
garden. This can change over the seasons of course, depending on what else 
is happening in the environment around you. We had never previously had a 
problem with hares until a few years ago when we noticed that the young trees 
we had just planted were having the bark nibbled at night, to the extent that 
some trees were ringbarked (if a tree loses its bark in a continuous line all the 
way around the trunk it dies). It took a bit of detective work to establish what 
the problem was before we could figure out what to do about it.

At a glance...
We usually focus on tiny pests that damage our fruit, but it’s also important to think about the larger pests that can damage newly planted fruit trees, like kangaroos, hares and rabbits. 

There’s a number of ways you can protect your trees from damage, especially in the early years when they are most vulnerable.
When planning to protect your trees you need to think of lots of different factors, including the type of pest that is causing a problem, cost, ease of construction, environmental impact, aesthetics, preserving access to the tree, allowing entry of beneficials, and practicality.

Total exclusion is the most effective 
against birds, bats, and possums 

Light plastic mesh 
is effective against 
smaller animals such 
as rabbits

Preventing big animals from damaging your 
fruit trees needs the right infrastructure
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Tree guards
How you guard your trees depends 
very much on what pest you’re 
dealing with. 

There’s a range of plastic guards 
(mesh and sheet) with stakes,which 
are cheap and effective against 
smaller animals such as hares and 
rabbits. 

The guards can, however, create a 
cosy environment for earwigs, which 
is fine in apples (where they are a 
predator of woolly aphid), but not 
good in cherries or other stone fruit 
where they can do serious damage 
to your fruit. However, it’s also 
possible to prevent the earwigs from 
damaging your fruit trees, so don’t let 
this put you off using tree guards to 
protect the trunks of young trees. 

Bigger animals require bigger 
deterrents. If you are trying to grow 
trees in an area with stock (e.g. cows, 
sheep or goats), it might be easier to 
fence off an area for your fruit trees 
rather than protect individual trees. 
If aiming to protect trees from big 
animals like this, 200-litre drums with 
the top and bottom cut out have been 
used for years as tree guards and are 
extremely sturdy, but they are there 
for ever unless you can cut them 
away once the tree is big enough.

Trunk protection
Another way to stop hares ringbarking 
your young trees is to paint the 
trunk with something unpalatable. 
Commercial orchards use plain 
old acrylic white paint with some 
fungicide powder mixed into it. This 
is effective, but in an organic system 
we prefer to use animal fat (hares are 
not carnivorous) mixed with crushed 
garlic and any pungent oil such as 
eucalyptus or peppermint.

Fencing
Fencing seems a bit drastic but is 
sometimes the most practical way to 
keep out larger pests. 

Individual trees can be fenced with 
something solid (such as a timber 
guard) or with wire mesh and a stake 
if you’re excluding smaller stock. It’s 
tempting to use chicken wire as it’s so 
readily available but even sheep will 
make a mess of it pretty quickly. Fruit 
trees will need protection for a few 
years so it’s best to use something 
sturdy.

Netting
The only way to really protect against 
pests that fly (and a few others, such 
as possums) is netting. 

Draping the trees with netting is 
adequate in many cases, but you 
need to secure the bottom edge to 
the ground to be sure to exclude 
possums.

By far the best solution is a full 
enclosure net, but this also obviously 
involves the greatest expense and 
effort. 

We cover the netting options in 
detail in a summer edition of Grow 
Great Fruit.

Traps
Possums can be easily trapped and 
then relocated. The drawback with 
this is that as soon as you relocate 
one or a pair, another will often move 

in to take its place! 
If you just have the one doing 

damage it’s probably worth it, but 
otherwise excluding them is going to 
be more effective.

Possum traps are available online 
and from rural supplies outlets, and 
sometimes local councils have them 
available for hire.

Ultrasound
If you’re really desperate you may 
want to resort to some sort of noise 
deterrent.

Ultrasonic devices are available that 
claim to deter possums (and also cats 
and dogs) within about a 10m arc. 
This is not going to work over a large 
garden, but may be enough to keep 
pests away from a courtyard or patio. 
The noise is not audible to people so 
this is a good nonintrusive (although 
expensive) option. Strayban is one 
such device.

There’s any number of electronic 
bird scarers around, but they 
are expensive and intrusive, and 
unless there is a dynamic (moving) 
element to them, birds will soon get 
used to the noise. In a backyard 
situation they simply wouldn’t be an 
option unless you have extremely 
understanding neighbours!

Solid exclusion fences are 
needed if large stock are 
involved

Your local council may have 
possum traps for hire 50mm poly pipe hoops are 

strong but flexible enough 
to be easy to use
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Choose the right compost 
system for your garden...

At a glance...
Do you make your own compost?
If not, what are the limiting factors...lack of space, knowledge, time, experience or materials? 
With a little planning, it’s possible to come up with a system that suits every garden and gardener.

Compost is an integral part of an 
organic garden, because as organic 
growers we rely on a system of 
natural fertility, rather than artificial 
fertilisers. Natural fertility comes 
from having healthy soil that has lots 
of organic matter, nutrients and soil 
microbes, and well-made compost is 
a wonderful source of all three!

It’s possible to buy compost, but 
it’s hard to buy really good compost. 
It’s much more reliable to learn how 
to make your own, and it’s also an 
important step in creating a “closed 
nutrient cycle” in your garden. 

Compost can be made from 
anything that was once alive; if the 
right conditions are created, microbes 
will break down the material, destroy 
any pests or diseases that are present 
and convert it all into a form of 
nutrition that your fruit trees (and 
everything else in your garden) can 
easily use.

To be successful, compost needs a 
few things:

 • A source of carbon (e.g. brown 
stuff like dried leaves or 
cardboard) and nitrogen (green 
stuff like kitchen waste, weeds, or 
chicken manure) in the ratio of 30 
parts carbon to 1 part nitrogen

 • Enough air
 • Water
 • To be in contact with the soil so 

microbes and worms have easy 
access.

Once the pile is constructed, the 
microbes get to work eating all the 
goodies, they start reproducing 
rapidly and the temperature goes up. 
The temperature needs to reach 65˚C 
to be sure you’ve killed any diseases 
or weed seeds. 

It’s also important not to let the 
pile get too hot though, or you’ll kill 
the microbes. So, every time the pile 
gets too hot it must be turned, which 
will cool it down temporarily until the 
microbes do their thing again. The 
pile must be repeatedly turned until 
it stops heating up, which tells you 
that the microbes have digested 
everything, and it’s ready to be put 
on your garden.

We won’t go too deeply into the 
theory of making compost this week 
(there is a detailed article about 
it—including troubleshooting some 
common problems—coming up soon), 
but rather look at a few different 

systems that suit different people and 
different gardens.

Compost bays
Usually consists of a set of two or 
three 3-sided bays built in the garden. 
Ingredients are stockpiled in the first 
two bays until ready to build a hot pile in 
the third bay, and then you start refilling 
the first two bays.

Pros:
 • They take up a relatively small, 

defined space in your garden
 • They are quite neat and make you look very organised
 • It is easy, but still involves physical labour, to shift the pile from one bay to 

the next

Cons: 
 • It can be hard to keep track of which bay you should be using
 • It’s easy for people to add material to the wrong bay
 • If ingredients are not added in the right ratios when combining bays it can 

turn into a dry or slimy mess before it has a chance to start composting

Compost bays can be formal....

...or quite simple
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 • They can attract rodents
 • It needs to be close to a hose to 

keep it moist enough

Compost tumblers
There are many different types 
available on the market, usually with 
a chamber on a stand, often with a 
handle to allow easy turning of the 
compost. You can also make your own 
from a 200-litre plastic drum.

Pros:
 • The physical turning of the pile is 

very easy
 • Small quantities can be composted, 

reducing the need to stockpile 
ingredients

Cons: 
 • The compost is not in touch with 

the soil, so microbes and worms 
can’t enter and leave in response 
to the temperature of the pile

 • If the balance of ingredients is not just right, they can easily go slimy and 
anaerobic

Free-form compost piles
These usually take the form of heaps that you build from ingredients you’ve 
stockpiled. The easiest way to turn the pile is to use a fork.

Pros: 
 • Easy to make a hot compost that will ‘cleanse’ any diseased fruit or prunings 

you have
 • you can build a heap whenever you have enough ingredients’

Cons: 
 • you need enough space to have two piles side-by-side (for when you turn 

the pile)
 • you need enough space to stockpile ingredients until you have enough to 

make a pileA couple of home-made 
compost tumblers
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 • it takes physical work to turn the pile
 • needs to be near a hose to keep the pile moist

Burying kitchen scraps
Another way of free-forming is to bury your kitchen waste 
in little piles in your garden or under your fruit tree, and let 
the worms and microbes come and do their thing.

Pros: 
 • Easy!
 • you can deal with your scraps as you generate them
 • no attention, water or other ingredients required

Cons: 
 • you have to remember where you buried the last pile 

so you don’t dig it up before it’s turned into compost
 • it attracts rats, mice, dogs and cats who love to dig up 

what you’ve just buried

Biodynamic compost
Like a free-form compost pile, biodynamic (BD) compost 
has extra ingredients added when the pile is built, that are 
claimed to give the compost special qualities.

Pros: 
 • Only takes as much work as a free-form pile
 • Produces excellent compost

Cons: 
 • you need specialised knowledge
 • appropriate BD preparations need to be obtained

Cold compost
A cold compost pile is the result of accumulating 
ingredients in such a way that the pile never heats up. 
Kitchen scraps are added to a bin as they are generated, 
with handfuls of leaves or other dry matter thrown on top 
of every layer of scraps.

Pros: 
 • Easy
 • No stockpiling of ingredients necessary

Cons: 
 • takes much longer for the ingredients to break down 

into compost
 • doesn’t destroy diseases or weed seeds

 • need to have a carbon source available to add as you 
add kitchen scraps 

Bokashi
Bokashi is a different system entirely that is actually 
an anaerobic fermentation process, resulting in a very 
different type of compost.

Pros: 
 • Really easy 
 • you can have a compost system on your kitchen bench
 • no smells
 • end product acts as a ‘slow release’ fertiliser in your 

garden
 • deals with all kitchen waste including meat

Cons: 
 • expensive to buy the special bucket (or buckets to 

ensure continuous production) and bokashi mix
 • end product doesn’t have nutrients in plant-available 

form

Worm Farms
In a worm farm the worms do all the hard work of 
composting for you. 

The end product is called ‘vermicast’, which is 
actually worm poo, but it fits our definition of compost 
as containing organic matter, microbes and nutrients 
absolutely perfectly.

Pros: 
 • Easy, the worms do most of the work
 • Worms will eat almost anything that was once alive 

(but there are a few things you should leave out, like 
onions and citrus)

 • Can be as small or large as you like
 • Can easily be made from old or discarded items (old 

drawers, polystyrene boxes, old fridges!)

Cons: 
 • Instead of looking after the compost pile you have to 

look after the worms
 • Worms need the right conditions—moist, cool, dark

Bokashi buckets 
come in lots of 
different shapes 
and sizes

Worm farms 
are great 
because there 
is no need 
for specialist 
equipment
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nematodes — friend 
or Foe?

But aren’t nematodes 
bad guys?
When they hear the word ‘nematode’, 
most people think of them as bad, 
because it is these destructive plant-
eating ones that cause problems in 
agricultural systems that are out of 
balance, and hence are what we see 
targeted by the chemical companies 
(and their ads). In fact, nematodes 
are mostly good and are a vital part 
of the soil food web.

What do they do?
Nematodes have an important role 
to play in the soil—mineralisation. 
As they don’t need much oxygen to 
survive, they release excess oxygen 
into the plant root zone (rhizophere) 
as they eat oxygen-rich fungi and 
bacteria.  They also release the 
oxygen in a plant-available form—
ammonium. So they are actively 
converting immobilised nitrogen into 
a form the plants can use—which is 
exactly what we want to happen, and 
is another part of the complex process 
known as ‘nutrient cycling’.

Fungal- 
and bacterial-feeding 
nematodes do exactly that (i.e. eat 
bacteria and fungi) and in the process 
mineralise what they have eaten and 
release it in a plant-available form—
very effective fertiliser spreaders. 

Root-eating nematodes can 
penetrate the plant roots, often 
forming cysts or hard growths 
(‘knots’), on the plant roots. Once 
nematodes are established in 
the roots, the plant is then more 
susceptible to attack by fungal 
disease and other baddies, which can 
be enough to kill the plant. Even if 
the plant doesn’t die, they may be 
stunted or have a much smaller crop. 

Predatory nematodes eat, 
among other things, nematodes—
and generally keep the population in 
balance. 

One of the more amazing predators 
of nematodes are nematode-trapping 
fungi. These fungi grow lassos, and 
when they detect the movement of 
a nematode through the loop they 
constrict and strangle the nematode! 

Being large (relatively speaking!) 
and mobile, nematodes also offer 
the opportunity for other microbes to 
move through the soil by hitching a 
ride.  In this way fungi and bacteria, 
which are otherwise immobile, can 
spread through the soil to find new 
food sources. The nematode can 
benefit in that it is transporting its 
own lunch! 

While we don’t need to specifically 
take care of nematodes, there are 
things we can do to prevent the bad 
ones getting established. If replacing 
a fruit tree, don’t put the same type 
of tree back in the same place. Crop 
rotation is good for lots of reasons 
and helps keep things in balance.

Nematodes, or blind nonsegmented 
roundworms, are one of the larger 
microbes that do their work in our 
soil. As with most microscopic things 
in our soil, there are thousands of 
species—26,000 have been described 
in detail, and there’s plenty more still 
to be identified. They are found in 
most ecosystems—soil, freshwater, 
marine, polar, tropical, deserts—and 
often greatly outnumber other life 
forms. There can be as many as 1 
million nematodes per square meter; 
they’re pretty small, obviously, and 
are best seen under a microscope 
(they average around 2 mm long). 

A single teaspoon of good 
biologically active soil is likely to 
contain around 50 nematodes—~20 
each of fungal and bacterial feeders,  
and the rest predatory or parasitic 
(plant-eating) nematodes (the 
‘baddies’). In a biologically active, 
well-structured soil system, good 
nematodes will greatly outnumber the 
bad ones, keeping them in check. 

Nematode-trapping 
fungi

Four different nematode 
types

Root-eating nematode 
damage on carrots.

At a glance...
Nematodes have a bad reputation, mainly because in a system that is out of balance ‘bad’ nematodes (root-eating nematodes) can predominate and cause tremendous damage.

The fact is there are way more ‘good’ nematodes than bad ones – we just have to create the conditions that favour the goodies and let them out-compete the baddies. 
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Eight key watering 
principles 
One of the things we know all about 
as fruit growers is the variability of 
our climate; no matter where you 
live, each growing season you’ve got 
a good chance of experiencing an 
extreme condition like flood, drought, 
fire or heatwave.

This means it’s pretty much 
impossible to give advice about how 
much water your fruit tree is going to 
need at any given time...so it’s really 
important to have a good grasp of 
the basic watering principles, because 
then you can apply them to your own 
conditions. 

Sensible watering aims to keep the 
soil at “field capacity” with plenty of 
readily available water (RAW) that 
your fruit trees can easily extract 
from the soil. 

Overwatering can create 
waterlogged soil, flush away nutrients, 
and kill the soil biology. Under-
watered trees can quickly reach 
wilting point, at which time the fruit 
will stop developing or drop off, and 
the tree may stop growing—or at the 
extreme end, die!

To make it easier for you, we’ve 
developed eight simple rules to stick 
to when watering your fruit trees:

1. Monitor your trees to assess how dry they are, and don’t water if they don’t 
need it!

2. Adjust your monitoring to the conditions—more often in hot, dry, and windy 
conditions.

3. Adjust your watering to the age of your trees—young trees will need 
watering more often than old established trees as their roots are much 
shallower.

4. Water requirements decrease after the fruit is picked, and they don’t need 
water at all over winter when they have no leaves.

5. Get to know your soil type, and how quickly water moves through your soil 
(e.g., sandy soil drains quickly, soil with high clay content gets waterlogged 
more easily).

6. Deliver water to your trees slowly, using drip or hose irrigation (not 
overhead sprinklers).

7. Make sure the soil stays covered with groundcover plants (including grass 
or weeds) or mulch at all times to decrease evaporation. If you have mulch, 
water under the mulch if possible.

8. Constantly increase the amount of organic matter in the soil. Humus (e.g., 
biochar) is especially good at holding water in the soil.

Mulch adds 
organic matter 
and decreases 
evaporation

Drippers deliver 
water slowly and 
efficiently
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Review your 
watering system... 

How do you water your fruit trees? If 
you said a bucket or hose...this article 
is for you! The more automatic and 
easy you can make your watering 
system, the more likely it is that your 
trees will get enough water when they 
need it. 

Whether you water by hand or 
already have an irrigation system 
in place, then the months when 
your trees are dormant and don’t 
need watering is a great opportunity 
to review how well your system 
managed this year, and plan for 
improvements.

Where does your 
water come from?
We reckon resilience and food security 
come from diversity, and this applies 
to water sources as well. If you’ve 
been through drought recently, 
Victoria was a great example of this, 
when strict water restrictions meant 
we weren’t allowed to give our fruit 
trees any water at all from the town 
water supply—and lots of people lost 
trees! Having a back-up water supply 
can make the difference between 
keeping your trees alive or seeing 
them die in the next drought. 

Different sources of water include reticulated (i.e., town water supply), tanks, 
grey water, dams, wells, rivers, and swales, which are contour ditches designed 
to catch rain water and allow it to soak into the soil, rather than running off 
your property. Security comes from at least two water sources available.

Making the most of rainfall
Digging swales in your garden allows for effective harvest of rainfall into your 
soil, even if you only have a slight slope—in fact they’re such a good idea that 
we have a feature on them in coming weeks. 

Another technique to maximise natural water harvest is to deep rip the soil 
before you plant your fruit trees, allowing water and air to penetrate deeply 
into the soil. This requires the use of a tractor and a ripper with a 30cm blade.  
It is an excellent way to break up the clay layer below the top soil, and when 
combined with the addition of organic matter such as compost or compost tea, 
can kick-start biological activity in the soil. 

The most important thing you can do to help your soil hold and store water 
is to increase the levels of organic matter. This was illustrated for us recently 
when our soil was tested by a group of science students and compared to soil 
from a chemical-based orchard with the same soil type. These are some of their 
results:

 ½Soils from the orchards both had carbon in them but the organic soil had 
more (this was not quantified)
 ½The water-holding capacity: 59 grams of soil from the conventional farm 
held 13 grams of water (or 22%); 44 grams of our organic soil held 24 
grams of water (or 55%). 
 ½There were multiple signs of life in the organic soil and no signs of life in the 
conventional managed soil.

A more specialised technique (more suited to larger properties) is called keyline 
ploughing, a technique invented in the early 1950’s by Australian farmer P. A. 
Yeomans. Yeomans developed a particular type of plough (called the Yeoman’s 
Keyline Plough, a more advanced model of which is still in use today), as well as 
the theory of ploughing along the contour of the landscape to maximise water 
harvest and storage, as well as rapidly increasing the organic content of the soil. 
His theories are gaining popularity as the idea of sequestering carbon into the 
soil is emerging as part of the response to climate change.

Your trees don’t need watering over winter, but it’s a good time to 
set up or improve your irrigation system.

In-line drippers are great but your 
water must be well filtered

Poly tanks come in a wide 
range of shapes, sizes, 
and colours

At a glance...
When we’ve had a late, dry autumn your trees might still need a drink before they lose their leaves. 
But that job will end soon, and you have the chance to think about, plan, and change your irrigation system.
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Why put in an 
irrigation system?
Hand-watering has several drawbacks

 ½ it takes lots of hours, 
 ½ can be physically hard (especially 
if you’re carrying heavy buckets 
of water), 

 ½ it’s hard to make sure your trees 
get enough water, 

 ½ the water is delivered too quickly 
for the tree to make best use of it,

 ½ you need to pay close attention to 
your trees, 

 ½ and it’s difficult to get anyone else 
to do the job for you, which ties 
you to your garden throughout 
summer.

Automating your system (even a 
little bit) can save you an enormous 
amount of time, make sure your trees 
are getting enough water, and deliver 
water to them in the most effective 
way, ie, slowly over several hours.

Your fruit trees may need watering 
twice a week in the heat of summer, 
and as much as every 2 or 3 days 
to keep a young tree happy in the 
midst of a windy heatwave...do you 
really want to be lugging buckets that 
often?

Setting up a drip 
irrigation system
Drip systems are an easy and efficient 
way to get water to your fruit trees—
it beats wandering around with a 
hose doing one at a time. There’s 
a great variety of fittings available, 
and they’re not expensive, especially 
when you consider the time saved in 

Drippers are best placed at 
individual trees

not watering each tree individually.
Map the trees you want to water 

and work out the best route to lay the 
pipe. If you have one tree off to the 
side it can be easier to whack in a small 
(4mm) offshoot tube to this tree rather 
than trying to include it on the main 
pipe.

Work out what water flow you have 
available, so you can decide how many 
trees you can water at once, and 
whether you need to be looking at 
putting in more than one pipe. Time 
how long it takes to fill a 10-litre bucket 
at your tap, and then work out the 
flow rate per hour. Deduct 25% from 
your hourly flow rate figure to allow 
for friction loss in pipes and fittings 
and height variation, and this will give 
you the amount you have available for 

drippers.
The most common size 

poly pipe for setting up a 
drip system is 13mm (1/2”), and this comes in 10m–300m rolls 
for well under $1 per metre. Offshoot pipes of 4mm are handy for 
including isolated trees. Elbows, tees, joiners, and clips make it easy to 
configure. 

Drippers come in various capacities and styles. We use Toro Turbo-
Plus drippers, which are pressure compensated (i.e., you don’t have to 
worry about getting your pipe sizes exactly right to match your water 
pressure), and are rated at 8 litres per hour (other sizes are available, 

Drip irrigation systems are easy to configure as there’s a huge range of fittings available, 
and it’s all fairly cheap—13mm pipe (the most common) is less than $1 per metre.

Timers can be simple 
mechanical 2-hour timers, 
or sophisticated digital fully 
programmable set-ups.

Irrigation systems can be as simple 
or as sophisticated as you like, but 
your trees are much more likely 
to get watered regularly—and 
therefore thrive—if the most you 
have to do is turn the tap on....

“

”
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Overhead sprinklers
Overhead sprinklers are not a 
great idea for your permanent 
watering system because they can 
create perfect conditions for fungal 
outbreaks. They are known to be 
useful to prevent frost damage, and 
may still have a use in that capacity 
if you are in a very frost-prone area, 
but don’t use them for your summer 
watering.

which is useful if you are watering mature and young trees on the one system). 
Drippers are also barbed, which means they can just be pushed into the pipe wall 

wherever you want one, and as easily removed and the hole plugged. They can also be 
easily taken apart to clean or unblock.

There are also other types of emitters such as sprinklers, plus a range of other purpose-
designed irrigation pipes that have inline drippers or emitters (i.e., the emitters are fitted 
on the inside of the pipe). The drawback with inline drippers is that they are inaccessible, so 
you can’t access them to unblock them, which means that filtration is absolutely critical. You 
also can’t choose where the drippers are placed, so if you are watering trees that are widely 
spaced, water will be lost through emitters that are between the trees, and if a tree dies you 
can’t stop the water dripping out at a particular spot.

If you’re on town water there’s no need for a filter, but if you’re using dam or river water 
then you’ll be needing to filter it. Simplest is an in-line filter as these can be cleaned easily. 

Snap tap fittings are available so you can just pop your irrigation line on or off your 
garden tap as needed, or a double tap will allow you to leave it connected all the time. 

Timers are a great idea—they make it easier to water at night when temperatures are 
lowest, and it means you don’t have to remember to turn the tap off! Simple 2-hour timers 
which you have to turn on but turn themselves off are cheap and a good compromise to fully 
programmable digital timers that can cost $100 or more.   

Irrigation systems can be as simple or as sophisticated as you like, but your trees are 
much more likely to get watered regularly—and therefore thrive—if the most you have to do 
is turn the tap on.
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When should I pick 
my quinces?
As quinces are hardly ever eaten raw but are usually cooked first, it makes the 
decision of when to pick them a whole lot easier. It is worth making sure the 
fruit is nice and ripe when you pick it, as the colour and flavour when cooked 
will be much better, but you can generally use colour as the best guide for this.

Depending on the variety, quinces ripen from mid-summer through to late 
autumn. They’ll usually hang quite well on the tree for a long time even when 
ripe, but will eventually fall off, which is another great indication that it’s time to 
pick the rest of your fruit. 

Quinces can be prone to rot on the tree though, so when you start to notice 
them changing colour, keep an eye on them each week (as part of your regular 
monitoring of your fruit trees), and if you notice any rot it’s best to pick any 
that look ripe enough and either use them, or store them in the fridge, where 
they’ll easily last for several more weeks.

They are a great backyard tree because they are relatively immune to bird 
attack, but in really dry years or if their normal food supplies are not available, 
some birds (particularly cockatoos and parrots) will have a go at your quinces. 
If the birds beat you to the fruit, they are usually only after the seeds, so the 
rest of the fruit may be salvageable. Cut the bird pecked parts out immediately 
and prepare the quince as you would normally.

Quinces have the most divine flavour, and make a fantastic warm dessert 
simply stewed with some sugar, and served with cream. They also lend 
themselves to a variety of preserving techniques, and coming up soon we’ll 
describe the difference between (and some simple methods for making) quince 
jam, quince jelly and quince paste.

At a glance...
There are about 15 different varieties of quince commonly grown and sold, but the two that are most commonly found in backyards are the large yellow pineapple quince, and the smaller, greener Smyrna variety. 

Quinces are an easy fruit tree to cultivate and care for, and will fruit reliably year after year.
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Winter pruning 
principles
Get ready for winter (dormant) pruning by 
learning the principles
Some people resist pruning their fruit trees, often because 
they’re not sure what to do and are afraid to make a 
mistake, but also because they think it’s more natural and 
somehow better for the tree.

It is true that an unpruned tree will be bigger, bear fruit 
earlier and carry more fruit, but the disadvantages far 
outweigh these perceived advantages (which often turn out 
to be disadvantages).

Here are just some of the reasons we recommend 
pruning your trees every year:

• creates a strong framework for the tree
• helps the fruit to grow where you can reach it easily
• improves air circulation in the tree to help prevent 

disease
• helps the tree to harvest more sunlight
• improves the quality of the fruit
• keeps the tree at the right height and shape for its site

Most importantly, it achieves a balance between the tree 
growing wood, and growing fruit. What on earth does that 
mean? 

Well, pruning changes the balance between the top of 

the tree above 
the ground, 
and the roots 
underground. 
Whenever you 
remove some 
of the tree by 
pruning, it will 
be stimulated 
to grow and 
replace the 
wood you removed, to re-
establish the balance.

That’s important, because the best quality fruit always 
grows on the youngest wood, growing closest to the trunk 
and branches of the tree, so we need to keep stimulating 
the tree to produce wood where we want it. On the other 
hand, we don’t want to take off too much wood, or the tree 
will put all its energy into new growth, and won’t produce 
any fruit.

Let’s start at the start, and go through the 10 key 
pruning principles:

1. Remove dead and diseased wood. Dead wood looks different to dormant wood; it’s brown and usually wrinkly, 
whereas if you scratch live wood with your fingernail you’ll see green just under the bark. Leaving diseased 
wood in the tree can lead to the spread of disease and needs to be destroyed, however sometimes remov-
ing the diseased wood would also involve removing a lot of healthy new growth, so deciding how much to 
remove is always a balance.

2. Prune as little as possible to maintain the correct shape. Hard pruning encourages the tree to produce wood, 
light pruning encourages fruit production. Aim to have your tree in balance so it just needs a light prune each 
year.

3. Winter pruning encourages vigour, which means growth of new wood in the tree. Not only does hard pruning 
encourage strong growth, but winter pruning encourages stronger growth than summer pruning. Watch this 
week’s video for a more detailed explanation of the difference between summer and winter pruning.

4. Summer pruning slows growth, so can be handy for removing water shoots (really strong new upright shoots 
that grow from the top of existing branches), or for making really big cuts in a tree that needs renovation 
pruning. Summer pruning can also be used to remove excess leaves to help apples colour up, which is a 
common technique in apple orchards, though it’s rarely used by home gardeners.

5. Heading cuts create branching. The “apical bud” is the one on the end of a branch or shoot. It is the strong-
est growing bud on the branch, and it inhibits the buds below it from growing. Every time you remove an api-
cal bud with your pruning cuts, the 2 or 3 buds directly below the cut are likely to grow, creating branching.

6. Sap flows most strongly to the highest part of the tree. The strongest growth nearly always occurs at the top 
of the tree.

7. Horizontal wood produces more fruit buds than vertical wood. Wood that is vertical (ie, pointing towards the 
sun) tends to grow more, and stronger, and produce less fruit buds. Fruit that is horizontal tends to grow less 
and produce more fruit buds.

8. Encourage fruit to grow close to the trunk and main limbs. The further from the trunk that fruit grows, the 
smaller and poorer quality it will be, and the more likely it will be damaged by wind, birds or animals.

9. Prune young trees when you plant them. Decide what shape you would like your tree to be, and prune it ac-
cordingly as soon as you plant it.

10. Remove suckers when pruning. Suckers are shoots growing from the trunk below the graft union, or from the 
roots. They are growing from the rootstock, and can quickly take over or dominate the tree. When removing 
them, cut them back flat to the trunk, or under the dirt if possible if they are coming from the roots.

At a glance...
Luckily, there’s no such thing as “right” or “wrong” when it comes to pruning, but it really helps if you understand what the consequences of your pruning cuts will be. Then you can make informed choices about how you prune your trees, no matter how big, old, tangled or confused they are. 

Peaches, nectarines, plums, apples and pears are usually pruned in winter, while the trees are dormant. 
This week we’ll have a look at why it’s a good idea to prune, and then investigate the 10 basic principles of pruning. 
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Heading cuts remove the end of a shoot or branch, therefore removing the apical (end) bud. This results in branch-
ing below the cut, and is quite stimulating to the tree, resulting in quite a lot of replacement growth. It’s also the most 
disruptive type of cut, and will slow down a tree’s capacity to produce fruit. This type of cut is particularly useful to pro-
duce branches where you want them (for example, when you’re establishing the shape you want in a young tree), when 
you want to strengthen up a branch (it’s commonly used at the end of the main limbs in your tree) and when you want to 
encourage a tree to produce more wood.

Thinning cuts remove an entire branch or shoot at their origin. It is also used to trim a side branch coming off a main 
limb back to a new shoot to reduce its length and keep the fruit-producing wood growing close to the trunk of the tree. 
It’s the main type of cut used in maintenance pruning.

Types of pruning
There are three main ways we think 
about pruning, depending on the age 
and condition of your fruit trees.

1. Establishment pruning, 
where you establish the main 
framework and permanent 
branches the tree will have for the 
rest of its life. This can take up to 
3 years to achieve.

2. Maintenance pruning—the 
annual ‘haircut’ you give your 
mature fruit trees.

3. Renovation pruning—bringing 
old or neglected fruit trees back 
into order and production

Over the next few months, we’ll 
cover each of these types of pruning 
in detail, and we’ll also look at the 
specifics of pruning different types 
of trees, but if you’re keen to get 
started in the meantime, just wait for 
all the leaves to fall off your tree and 
remember—there’s no such thing as 
“wrong”, just consequences!

Thinning cut - before 
& after

Heading cut - before 
& after

Basic pruning equipment

At the least you need a good 
pair of secateurs, which are easy 
to keep sharp and comfortable 
to use. You should never prune 
with blunt equipment or there is 
a risk you’ll tear or damage the 
trees, which encourages disease. 
You might also need a pruning 
saw, loppers or a chainsaw 
(though if you don’t already own 
one, consider getting a qualified 
arborist in to do the heavy 
cutting!). When buying secateurs, 
get the best quality you can 
afford, because not only are they 
easier to keep sharp, but you’ll 
have them forever. We like Felco 
secateurs because they’re easy 
to use, have good quality steel 
in the blade and all the parts are 
replaceable.
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Spotlight on...bacterial 
Spot
About: Bacterial spot symptoms can vary a bit between plums, peaches, nec-
tarines, cherries and apricots, but tend to be more pronounced on plums. Ex-
posed blocks are more vulnerable. 

Life cycle: The Xanthomonas arboricola bacterium overwinter in cankers that 
formed in summer on twigs or buds. Primary infections in spring can occur any 
time after the leaves begin to unfold, after rainy periods at temperatures great-
er than 18°C. 

Wet conditions between blossom and petal fall favour both leaf and fruit infection on peaches and nectarines. The 
severity of any secondary infection totally depends on weather, and is more likely in a moderately warm season with light, 
frequent rains or heavy dews, and strong winds. 

Injury to leaves or fruit (eg, from hail) can lead to severe outbreaks. Twig infections resulting in summer cankers 
occur in mid to late summer, but if infections happen in later summer or autumn, this can result in cankers and dieback 
occurring the following spring.

Monitoring: Identification needs careful recording of symptoms, including the colour, shape and position of the spots, 
and any cankers that appear.

 ½ Buds: If the disease appears in spring, the expanding buds can become blighted and might fail to open
 ½ Leaves: Spots on the leaves appear in spring as greasy or water-soaked angular areas, start light brown then darken 
to purple, black or brown. As the leaves expand the infected parts can drop out. At this stage it’s easy to confuse the 
disease with shot-hole, which is a fungal disease, but if caused by bacterial spot, the holes will have sharp angles, and 
be about 6-8 mm in diameter, the leaves will have an oily sheen, and the spots will be confined by the veins in the 
leaf. Often there’s more spots at the tip ends and along the midribs of the leaves. The spots may join and, if heavily 
infected, the affected areas can become pale yellow-green or reddish. The leaves will turn yellow, may look torn or 
tattered, and fall off the tree (Shot-hole holes tend to be round, and spots caused by nitrogen deficiency tend to be 
red.) 

 ½ Stems: Spring cankers develop on the previous season’s growth, beginning from about the time of budswell through 
the bloom period, often near a bud, and lead to tip dieback of the twig. Small, greasy lesions appear on the rapidly 
growing stems in early spring, become elongated, depressed, and tan coloured. Cracks may form in the lesions, and 
develop into open cankers from which gum exudes. 
Summer cankers develop in mid to late summer on green shoots after leaf symptoms are well developed, are usually 
smaller than 2 cm, but if there are lots of them, they can cause dieback.

 ½ Fruit: Lesions appear in late spring as circular greasy spots that become sunken and darken as the fruit grows. The 
centre of each spot usually cracks, and may ooze gum. Roughened cork tissue develops on the edges of lesions as the 
fruit continues to expand. Plums develop fewer, larger lesions, but peaches and nectarines develop lots of small spots, 
sometimes with deep pitting and cracking. On peaches, nectarines and apricots, spots are first noticed as small red or 
brown surface spots, frequently with a red, green or light yellow halo, then become black and depressed as the fruit 
grows. 

Bacterial spot 
on a peach

At a glance...
Bacterial spot is reasonably common on plums, less so on apricots, peaches and nectarines. It is more common on susceptible varieties in coastal areas. 
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Prevention and Treatment:
Bacterial diseases are really hard to control once they are established. The single most important thing you can do is 
improve your tree’s ability to resist disease by building healthy soil that contains lots of organic matter and a diversity of 
microbes. 

Pruning can also be part of your treatment and defence plan:
• prune affected trees in dry weather to minimise the chance of introducing or spreading the infection
• remove cankers from infected trees when pruning (as long as you don’t need to sacrifice too much healthy growth 

to do so) by cutting a couple of inches below the canker
• prune the tree to encourage good air flow, so it can dry quickly after rain

Good planning can play a part in preventing this disease from getting established in your garden:
• don’t let your trees suffer water stress
• if bacterial spot is an issue in your garden, choose less susceptible varieties (see our Fruit Tree Database for 

susceptibility of many common plum varieties). 
• avoiding planting in low-lying sites with poor air and soil drainage
• take advantage of windy sites for more vulnerable varieties
• remove feral or neglected fruit trees, or graft them so they become useful and cared for!

There are no really effective sprays against bacterial spot, but a winter copper spray may help. Apply it at the end of 
winter just as the tree is coming out of dormancy. This can limit the initial infection, but can’t prevent the canker phase 
once infection has begun.

Bacterial spot on peach leaves 
(above) looks quite different to 
the spots caused by nitrogen 
deficiency (right)

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/growgreatfruit/database
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What are our weeds telling 
us? 
Using weeds as indicator plants
Lots of weeds act as indicator plants, which means they’re 
telling us something about the soil they’re growing in – we 
just have to learn how to look, and listen to their message. 
We’ve got to learn how to talk weed!

You may already have quite a green thumb, and will 
instinctively – or through experience – know that some 
plants give clear signals about the soil they’re growing 
in, for example rushes are a sure sign of wet soil or poor 
drainage, and capeweed often indicates compaction.

To go to the extreme, there is a field of science called 
‘geochemical botany’, which uses known weed species as 
markers to help find particular minerals in the soil, and 
pinpoint geological features.

Somewhere in between is learning to identify a whole 
range of weeds, to help get to know your soil much better. 
This can be really helpful in identifying and diagnosing 
nutrient deficiencies, or imbalances in your soil that might 
be preventing your fruit trees from performing at their 
optimum.

You can also use the information the weeds give you to 
help choose plants that are best suited to particular parts of 
your garden, e.g., deciding to grow blueberries in a section 
of the garden where you’ve noticed acid-loving weeds 
growing.

Alternatively, you can let the weeds guide you how to 
amend the soil so it becomes less hospitable to weeds 
and more hospitable to fruit trees. What we’ve learnt 
over many years is that by sticking to the basic principle 
of continuously adding more organic matter to the soil, 
and looking after your soil biology in it, over time the soil 
improves and the weeds are replaced by grasses and herbs.

In nature what often happens is that the weeds that 
first start to grow in soil that has been disturbed (e.g., by 
earthworks), compacted (e.g., by walking or driving on it), 
degraded (e.g., by overgrazing) or sent out of balance (e.g., 
by the use of artificial fertilisers) are exactly what the soil 
needs to start to heal itself.

Soil Condition Weed - Common Name Botanical Name

Wet soil – swampy conditions 
at some time during the year 
(e.g., low lying, poor drainage)

Buttercups Ranunculus sp.
Dock Rumex sp.
Foxtail barley Hordeum jubatum
Goldenrod Solidago sp.
Hedge bindweed Convolvulus sepium
Horsetail Equisetum sp.
Mosses Bryophyta sp.
Oxeye daisy Chrysanthemum leucanthemum
Poison hemlock Conium maculatum
Rushes 
Sedges Cyperaceae sp.
Watercress Nasturtium officinale
Willow Salix sp
Yorkshire fog grass Holcus lanatus

Compaction Chicory Chicorium intybus
Field bindweed Convolvulus arvensis
Capeweed Arctotheca calendula

The following table lists a variety of soil conditions, and the main weeds that 
tend to thrive in each soil situation. 

Yorkshire 
fog grass 
is often an 
indicator 
of wet soil 
conditions

Capeweed 
favours 

compacted 
bare soil 
(often a 
sign of 

overgrazing)
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Soil Condition Weed - Common Name Botanical Name

Sour (acidic) soil pH <7.0 Dandelion Taraxacum vulgare
Mullein Verbascum sp.
Sorrel Rumex acetosella
Stinging nettle Urtica urens
Eastern bracken Pteridium aquifolium

Sweet (alkaline) soil pH >7.0 Bellflower Campanula sp
Field peppergrass Cardaria draba
Nodding thistle Carduus nutans
Salad burnet Poterium sanguisorba
Scarlet pimpernel Anagallis arvensis
Stinkweed Thlaspi arvense

Poor fertility Biennial wormwood Artermisia biennis
Common mullein Verbascum sp
Daisies Bellis perennis
Mugwort Artemesia vulgaris
Henbit Camium amplexicaule
Wild parsnip Siam suave
Wild radish Bapranus raphanistrum

High nitrogen (high fertility) Chickweed Stellaria media
Horsenettle Solanum carolinense
Lamb’s quarter Chenopodium album
Redroot pigweed Amaranthus retroflexus
Chicory Cichorium intybus
Fat hen Atriplex hastata

High potassium Knapweed Centaurea nigra
Fumitory Fumaria officinalis
Biennial wormwood Artemesia biennis

High phosphorus Purslane Portulaca oleracea
Mustards Brassica sp

Fat hen (right) is a 
common indicator 
of high nitrogen, 
so is often found 
in stockyards and 
around chook 
pens, where there 
has been lots of 
manure

Mustard (left) 
is a common 
weed and can 
indicate high 
phosphorus
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Fix Soil to Fix Weeds
Luckily, the solution to most soil problems is the same! The 
addition of more organic matter and more soil microbes 
will, over time, fix nearly all soil issues, including (to a 
point) contamination, depending on what your soil is 
contaminated with and how badly. If you suspect soil 
contamination, get a soil test to identify what’s going on. 

Wet soil
You may need to improve the drainage in your garden 
if you have an area that is consistently or regularly 
waterlogged. One of the best ways of improving drainage 
is by increasing the amount of organic matter, but you may 
also need to install a physical drain in the soil.

 
Compaction
If your weeds are telling you your soil is compacted, you 
can speed up your soil improvement by using a garden 
fork (or similar) to aerate the soil. This lets air and water 
penetrate the soil, and helps promote worms and soil 
microbes, which will do the good work of incorporating any 
organic matter you’re adding to the surface of the soil. 

pH
People tend to stress too much about soil pH. If your pH 
is in the 5.5–7.5 range you don’t need to worry, it will 
self-regulate over time as long as you keep adding more 
organic matter and microbes. However, if it’s outside this 
range then you start getting nutrient tie-ups happening, 
where the imbalanced pH leads to a deficiency (or excess) 
of a specific nutrient or nutrients. It’s not that the nutrient 
suddenly doesn’t exist in your soil; it’s just that the high or 
low pH makes it unavailable, and there are flow-on effects, 
whereby an excess of something will make something else 
unavailable—it’s an amazingly complex system! 

So, to speed up the pH balancing issue, there are a 
couple of things you can do: 

High pH (alkaline): Highly alkaline soils will lead to a 
number of problems in plants, the most common of which 
is known as lime-induced chlorosis, which is a result of the 
high pH locking up the iron in your soil. The symptoms are 
where the veins of the leaves remain green but the spaces 
in between turn a very pale yellow.

As organic matter breaks down it tends to lower the pH 
level to a degree, but this is a slow process. 

The quickest solution is a foliar application of chelated 
iron (readily available in garden centres), which should give 
very quick results with new leaves looking nice and green.

A longer-term and more permanent remedy if things 
are really bad is to apply agricultural sulphur (also known 
as elemental sulphur). It is also widely available, and it’s 
important to note this not the fungicide known as wettable 
sulphur. Apply a handful per square metre once per season.

Low pH (acid): Most Australian soils tend to be somewhat 
acid. Plants generally do not thrive in highly acidic soils, 
although many do have a preference for slightly acid 
conditions. What we’re talking about here is fixing extreme 
cases. Symptoms are generally poor vigour and pale leaves, 
but can also be leaf spotting and browning caused by 
nutrient imbalance (iron and/or manganese toxicity).

The easiest solution is to apply agricultural lime or 
dolomite (lime plus magnesium) to your soil. Note that clay 
soils are likely to take longer to adjust than sandy soils, but 
don’t overdo the lime, just do it for longer. Apply once a 
year (autumn is a good time) by sprinkling on the soil and 
raking in (if topsoil is loose) at a rate of 200 gm per m2 for 
sandy soils and up to 350 gm per m2 for clay soils.

It’s important to note this is agricultural lime, not 
hydrated lime (aka builders’ lime). While hydrated lime 
can be used, it is very easy to burn things and go too far, 
leading to further problems. We recommend sticking with 
the ag lime. 

Poor fertility
A green manure crop can quickly add more fertility. Be sure 
to add legumes to the seed mix, as they will specifically 
add nitrogen to the soil.

High nitrogen, potassium, or phosphorus
If any individual elements are out of balance in your 
soil, the best solution really is to add organic matter 
(particularly compost or well-rotted manure) and make 
sure you have plenty of diverse soil microbes by using 
compost tea, compost extract (compost soaked in water), 
worm castings, or worm juice. The microbes and worms will 
eat the organic matter (and each other), and in the process 
turn the nutrients in your soil into a plant-available form 
that your fruit trees (and other plants) can easily use. 

As long as you keep adding regular doses of organic 
matter, and keep using organic matter from different 
sources to ensure diversity, it’s almost impossible not to 
end up with a healthy, balanced soil.

Dock (above) can 
indicate wet soil  
and/or poor drainage

Stinging 
nettles (left) 
thrive in acid 
conditions
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It’s really easy to grow fruit trees 
from scratch, whether you’ve 
something of a green thumb or have 
never done it before. The first thing 
you need to do is get hold of some 
rootstocks, and this is the right time 
of year to be getting organised to 
grow them. The other way to get your 
rootstocks is to buy them, but more 
on that in a minute…

What is a rootstock?
Fruit trees that you buy from a 
nursery have been grafted, which 
means wood from a known variety 
of tree which has been chosen for 
the quality of its fruit (e.g. Jonathan 
apple, or Golden Queen peach) has 
been grafted onto a rootstock, which 
forms the roots and lower trunk of 
the tree, and is a different variety 
of tree that has been chosen for its 
growth characteristics—e.g. it might 
be drought tolerant, be resistant to a 
particular disease, or create a smaller 
tree (e.g. dwarfing rootstocks).

Once you have a rootstock, there 
are lots of great reasons for grafting, 
and different ways to graft , which 
we’ll talk about later in the year (as 
well as providing detailed instructions 
and photos). 

Recently we talked about saving 
seed (and it’s not too late to do this), 
this week we’ll focus on growing your 
own rootstocks.

Growing your own 
fruit trees
Rootstocks explained

Where do rootstocks 
come from?
The two main sources of rootstocks 
are:
1. Buying from specialised 

rootstock nurseries, however 
rootstock nurseries usually only 
supply commercial orchards, 
and will generally only sell a 
minimum quantity of at least 50 
trees, which puts it out of reach 
of most home growers. There 
are a few nurseries we know of 
in Australia that will sell small 
quantities of rootstocks, but there 
are quarantine restrictions about 
where they can send trees, so 
check out their websites to find 
out if they can deliver to your 
state (make sure you check the 
delivery fee before you order as 
well—it can be steep!). We’ve 
suggested a couple of nurseries 
you can try on the Resources page.

2. Growing them yourself, either 
from cutting or seed. The 
exception is cherry trees, as 
cherries do not grow easily from 
seed. Cherry rootstocks are 
usually grown from a stool bed, 
which is a bed of cherry roots that 
generates suckers each year—but 
it takes a few years to establish a 
good stool bed.

Pros and cons of  
copper sprays

Copper is a very effective 
fungicide, and is widely used in 
chemical and organic agriculture 
systems. When used at the right 
times, copper gives excellent 
control of diseases such as Leaf 
curl and Blossom blight (Brown 
rot) in stone fruits, and Black spot 
(Apple scab) in apples and pears. 

Copper sulphate is mixed with 
hydrated (builder’s) lime to make 
Bordeaux, which is not only 
effective but is also very rain-
fast—your trees will turn white 
when treated with Bordeaux, 
which is the dried lime forming 
almost a paint. 

While being an effective fungicide 
is of great benefit, it can also be a 
downside—having healthy fungal 
levels in our soils is important. 
Whenever we spray with copper, 
some drips off the trees onto the 
soil. 

For this reason it is a good idea 
not to overdo copper sprays—
limit it to control of Leaf curl in 
stone fruit in early spring, and 
in apricots, apples and pears in 
spring if conditions are really wet 
(when good fungicide protection is 
a must).

Rootstock Compatibility Chart
 

Rootstock Type of tree you can grow on it
Apple Apple

Cherry Cherry

Pear Pear, quince
Plum Plum, peach, nectarine, apricot, almond
Peach Peach, nectarine, plum
Apricot Apricot

At a glance...
With fruit trees costing between $25 and $35 from most nurseries, growing your own fruit trees from scratch becomes an attractive option, especially when you realise how easy it is. Autumn is the time to be planning where you’ll get the rootstocks that you can later graft to whatever variety you want.
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What type of tree 
grows on what type 
of rootstock?
It seems sort of obvious that you can 
grow apple trees on apple rootstock, 
and peach trees on peach rootstock, 
but in fact there is a lot of variability 
and flexibility in which type of trees 
grow on which rootstock, as well as 
some clear incompatibilities. 

The compatibility chart on the 
previous page lists the combinations 
that are commonly used, and that we 
know will work, but as you get more 
experienced, don’t be put off trying 
some unusual combinations to see 
what happens. Grafting a peach onto 
plum rootstock, for example, may be 
successful depending on the variety, 
or may be successful for some years 
and then fail. The beauty of growing 
your own trees is that it doesn’t cost 
anything, so you’ve really got nothing 
to lose by giving new things a try!

Just a note on fruit salad trees, 
which are several different fruit types 
on the one tree, e.g. peach, apricot 
and plum on the same tree (as 
opposed to multigrafts, which are 
different varieties of the same fruit 
type, eg 3 different plum varieties) – 
a plum rootstock is usually considered 
to be the most versatile and 
successful for stone fruit fruit salad 
trees.

Growing your own 
rootstock trees 
from cuttings
Plum rootstocks are normally grown 
from cuttings, and one of the most 
common plum rootstock varieties is 
called Myrobalan (another common 
one is Marianna).

When taking cuttings, aim to get 
them from a known rootstock if 
possible, for example if a grafted tree 
in your garden has put up suckers 
from below the graft, this are a great 
source of cuttings. Sometimes the 
sucker will have self-rooted, which 
makes growing your rootstock a much 
easier proposition – just dig up the 
sucker, roots and all, and transplant it 
to where you want it.

Taking cuttings from the top of your 
plum tree means you’ll be growing 
a tree that is genetically a Mariposa, 
or Angelina, or whatever the variety 
is you got the wood from. These 
are not usually grown as rootstock 
trees, and will have totally unknown 
characteristics – they may grow 
small trees, or very large trees, or be 
very prone to disease for example. 
However as we noted above, it’s not 
going to cost you anything (except 
time) to find out. 

It’s also possible (but not reliable) 
to grow cherry rootstocks from 
cuttings, and even from root cuttings.

One of the differences between 
growing fruit trees for a commercial 
orchard and in a home garden is that 
orchardists tend to stick to tried and 
true things, because we want to take 
as much of the guesswork out of 
growing trees as possible, and get a 
result quickly. While that experience 
is very useful for backyard growers, 
it’s also a lot of fun to experiment 
with different things, just to see what 
happens!

Anyway, back to the technique! 
Cuttings are taken in winter (while 
the trees are dormant), and only 
from one-year-old wood, so only 
use suckers that have grown this 
summer. It’s almost the right time to 
do this, but wait until the leaves are 
completely off the trees.

Cut pieces of wood about 25 cm 
long, that are flat on the bottom 
and sloped on the top. This is just 
to make it clear for you which is the 
bottom and which is the top, so you 
know which way up to plant it!

Push your cutting into some fine, 
clean sand, so about two-thirds of 
it is covered. The sand will keep the 
cutting moist while it forms a callus, 
which is a thickening around the base 
where the roots will later start to 
form. Sand also drains freely so the 
cuttings are not left sitting in water. 
Depending on how many cuttings you 
are taking, a flowerpot or bucket is a 
great place for this. 

At this stage all you need to know 
is to keep them damp throughout 
winter...and there’ll be more 
instructions coming in spring about 
what to do next.

Grafting a rootstock

Plum cuttings, to be planted as rootstocks
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About Us
We—Katie and Hugh Finlay—run Grow Great Fruit from our farm in central Victoria, 
Australia. Teaching organic fruit growing was a natural progression from growing fruit 
commercially for years, and being asked thousands of fruit tree questions as we were 
selling fruit at markets.

We’ve always used organic, biological and regenerative farming methods, relying on 
building healthy soil to grow healthy trees and fruit—so that’s what we teach. The trees 
get their nutrients from a diversity of microbes in the soil and plant tissues and from 
their relationships with other plants, rather than from artificial fertilisers.

We’ve been orchardists since 1998, both coming to it from non-farming careers, though 
Katie grew up on the orchard and Hugh worked on farms in Western Australia and the 
Middle East before roaming the globe for many years as a travel writer for Lonely Planet.

Training in organic farming, permaculture, soil biology, compost and holistic farming (as 
well as years of practical, hands-on experience) has all been important in developing 
our growing practices, the sustainable development of the farm, the establishment of 
the Harcourt Organic Farming Co-op, and the ethics of what we bring to you in Grow 
Great Fruit. 

Diverse plantings rather than monoculture, spreading risk with biodiversity, and 
learning how to grow your own food successfully all contribute to food security—and 
we’re on a mission to help build a secure food future for all!

DISCLAIMER: We make every 
effort to ensure the information 
given in this program is accurate. 
However, as conditions and 
methods vary, we cannot 
guarantee the results, and take no 
responsibility for any damage or 
injury that may occur, no matter 
how caused. But relax—you’ll 
probably grow twice as much fruit 
as we predict...without incident!

Staying in touch
Part of what we love about the Grow 
Great Fruit Program is that we’re 
building a community of like-minded 
fruit growers—something we wish 
we’d had when we were learning how 
to grow fruit. 

There’s lots of ways to join in, ask 
questions, share information, swap 
stories, make connections, and get to 
know us, and other GGF members.

On the socials...

See daily photos and updates from 
the farm, post comments, and 
share your own news on our social 
platforms:

Visit our Facebook page.

Instagram: GrowGreatFruit

For our exclusive community...

Grow Great Fruit Forum: Post your 
photos and questions online to get 
answers and feedback about fruit 
growing issues. Also a great place to 
brag about your success! Click here.  

Monthly Q&A Sessions: Join the 
community for a face-to-face friendly 
group chat once a month. Bring 
your questions and send photos in 
beforehand for us to share with the 
group. Register from the Members 
Home Page here.

Blog. Our blog is another way we 
share what’s happening on the farm, 
and go into more detail about various 
aspects of organic fruit-growing. Click 
here to view the blog. 

All the material in the Grow Great 
Fruit program is the property 
of Hugh and Katie Finlay. It is 
provided to you as a member of 
the Grow Great Fruit program, and 
is not to be shared or distributed 
in any form without written 
permission.

All photos © Mt Alexander Fruit 
Gardens or as credited.

https://www.facebook.com/GrowGreatFruit/
https://instagram.com/growgreatfruit
https://growgreatfruit.com/blog
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